
How can I see my child's EOS scores?

How does this score impact my student's academic grade? 

What is the purpose of EOS at TCHS:

To provide an opportunity for students to learn, self-assess,

and improve 21st century skills.

To provide a metric for determining which students can

participate in Academy or PBIS events, experiential field

trips, business partner opportunities, etc.

To develop an additional means for addressing specific

behaviors.
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How does EOS work?
Students earn all their points at the start of class and lose points by not meeting
behavioral expectations. The Reference Sheet attached is what teachers will use
to measure these scores. This EOS score will help students consistently
demonstrate what they should know, understand, and/or can do (related to
employability) in the areas of dependability, communication, and technology to
themselves and their families.
 
Common Examples:
Late to class = loss of dependability point that day 
Using phone in red zone = loss of technology point that day

Parents must verify their email with Infinite Campus to login and follow their

student.

Visit https://eos.fcps.net 

Click “Parent Register”Fill out the form and make sure the email matches what

is on record in Infinite Campus. (Parents can change their email in Infinite

Campus using the Parent Portal.)

An email will be sent to complete the registration/verification process (the

link in the email will expire in 1 hour!)

Click on the link in the email and you will be directed to create a

password.You may now login.
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A student's grade in class is dependent on Academic performance

only. An academic grade reflects what students demonstrate they

know, understand, and/or can do related to academic standards. If

students consistently do not demonstrate appropriate employability

skills, it is likely their academic grade may suffer, however, the EOS

score, while listed in the gradebook for notification purposes, does

not impact the academic grade itself. 

How can my child check his or her own EOS score?
Students can login and see eOS scores at any time by visiting

http://eos.fcps.net, using their school email and password. It will also be

entered as a gradebook entry for a 0 point assignment in IC and will be

updated regularly. 


